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Abstract. The composition problem for univariate complex power series P, Q (i.e., the computation 
of the first n+ 1 coefficients of the composition QoP) is numerically solved by interpolation 
methods. Using multitape luring machines as a model of computation, the composition problem 
of power series with integer coefficients of modulus <~ ,, p ~> n, is possible in time O(O(n 2 log n 
log J,)), where ¢(m) bounds the amount of time for the multiplication of m-bit numbers (e.g., 
O(m) = cm log(m + 1) log log(m +2) for multitape "luting machines). This algorithm is asymptoti- 
cally faster than an implementation fthe Brent-Kung algorithm on a multitape Turing machine; 
the improvement is of order n 1/2 (up to logarithmic terms). 
Introduction 
Let P, Q be formal power series in a variable t over an infinite field K, P(0) = 0. 
The composition problem is usually defined as the task of computing the first n + 1 
coefficients of the (formal) composition series Q o P (i.e., the coefficients of the 
polynomial Q o P rood t n+~) given the first n + 1 coefficients of P and Q. 
There is a large gap between lower and upper bound results for the Ostrowski 
complexity of this problem: the asymptotically best known upper bound is reached 
by an O(n 3/2 log n~/2)-algorithm [3], whereas no nonlinear lower bound is known 
so far. In fact, replacing Q by a concrete power series often yields nontrivial 
composition problems of linear complexity. Examples are (1 + P)-a, log(1 +P),  
exp(P) [3, 8]. 
A first result of this paper states that the composition problem is essentially 
equivalent to computing only the nth coefficient of Q o P. However, it still remains 
an open question whether this can be used to improve either upper or lower 
complexity bounds of the composition problem. 
In the main part of the paper we attack the composition problem from a numerical 
point of view, working over the field of complex numbers. As a first step we discuss 
an approximate version (in the sense of [1]), for which we give a very fast atgorithm: 
we show that the complexity of computing the polynomial Q o P rood I-[~ffio (t - e~) 
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(Co,..., e, ~ K × pairwise different) is of order n log n. Hence, contrary to the 
classical composition problem, the complexity of this approximate composition 
problem is explicitly known. (Furthermore, the same result holds even if Q is 
replaced by a concrete polynomial of degree n.) From this algorithm we derive a 
numerical procedure which we then analyse for the model of a multitape Turing 
machine (using results of [5]). We obtain, e.g., the following result: for polynomials 
P and Q with integer coefficients of absolute value <~ ,, v 1> n, it is possible to 
compute Q o P rood t n+~ in time O(0(n 2 log n log v)) (here 0(m) denotes an upper 
bound for the complexity of multiplying m-bit numbers (satisfying some mild 
regularity condition), e.g., ~,(m) = cm log(m + 1) log log(m + 2) for multitape Turing 
machines [6]). To achieve a realistic omparison between this time bound and the 
Brent-Kung result, one has to implement the Brent-Kung algorithm on a multitape 
Turing machine. Since the coefficients of Q o P may have O(n log v) bits, as can be 
seen from simple examples, the number of multiplications and divisions is to be 
multiplied by an extra factor of order ~b(n log v). Thus, comparing the bit-cost of 
the Brent-Kung algorithm and the algorithm presented here, we have an improve- 
ment (up to logarithmic terms) by a factor n ~/2. 
Remark. log always means log2. 
1. On the Ostrowski complexity of the composition problem 
Let p=~,n i n i=1 Pd,  Q = )-'-j=o qf  with indeterminates p~,. . . ,  p,, qo, . . . ,  qn over K 
and 
jffio i=1 
n 
= ~ rjt j mod t "+l. 
j=O 
L(E)  denotes the Ostrowski complexity of E c K (p~,.. ,  p,,, qo, . . . ,  qn) i.e., the 
minimal number of nonscalar operations ufficient o compute the elements of E 
from K u {Pl,. • -, Pn, qo, . . . ,  q~}. 
Proposition 1.1 
½(L(ro,. . . ,  r , , )-n)<~ L(r,)<~ L(ro,.  . ., r,). 
The second inequality is trivial, whereas the first is a consequence of the lower 
bound criterion using partial derivatives [2]. Therefore, we first compute the partial 
derivatives of rn. 
Lemma 1.2. Put P~ ------ ~ffio rJl tj mod t n÷~. Then, for  all 1 <<- i <<. n, 
as)l= lrj-i,l-i (where rjl=O if j < l or l<O). 
8p~ 
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Proof. By induction on l, compare the coefficients of d -~ in (P / ) '= lP1-1P '. 
Proof of Proposition 1.1. We use the inequality [2] 
[Or,, Or', Or. Or, .~ 
L(r',) >!=t 3L~0q l , . . .  ' 0q, '  0pl' " " " ' Op,-l/'l 
Since 
R=-~ q,P'=-~ q , (~ ~,t j)  
t=o 1=0 j=O 
and r,o = 0 for n >t 1, we get 
rn = ~ qlrnl. 
/=1 
Therefore, by Lemma 1.2., 
mod t "+1 
[] 
(1) 
Vl<~n: 
V i<n:  
Or~ 
= r.! , 
Oqz 
Or. . - - i+l  
= X 
OPi l= 1 
",--i 
lqtrn_i,t_ 1 = ~ ( l+ 1)qt+lr,-/.l= r,-i. 
I=0 
with 
n--1 
~t j =- Q' o P mod f .  
j=O 
The substitution ql~->qH/l (for l<~l<~n) replaces F1,. . . ,~,-1 by r l , . . . , r , _  I. 
Therefore, 
L(r.) >- ~L(r',~, . . . , r',',, r,- l ,  . . . ,  ~1) 
=~L(r ' , l , . . . ,  r',., r , -1 , . . . ,  rl) 
>~(L(r ' , , . . . ,  ro)-n).  
(Use (1) and ro = qo to get the last inequality.) [] 
Now we turn to the approximate composition problem mentioned above. Let 
eo , . . . ,  e, ~ K × be pairwise different and put 
Q o P -  S mod I-[ ( t -  ei), 
i=O 
with deg S <~ n. This congruence is equivalent to 
Vi: Q(P(e,))= S(e,). (2) 
Hence, S is the interpolation polynomial of Q o p at the points eo,. •., e,. 
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Proposition 1.3. There is a positive constant c such that for all n the following holds: 
i f  p~, . . . , p,,  qo, . . . , q, are indeterminates over K, Co, . . . ,  e, ~ K × pairwise different 
and 
then 
qj pit i 
j=o  i I 
t l  
=- Y~ sy  mod I] (t -e~),  
j=0  i=0 
(n + 1) log n <~ L(so , . . . ,  s,) <~ c(n + 1) log n. 
The same result holds i f  the indeterminates qo , . . . ,  q~ are replaced by constants 
ao , . . . ,  a~ ~ K with ~ ~ 0. 
ProoL The lower estimate is a degree-bound result. To prove it, we may assume K 
algebraically closed. The sequence of polynomials (So, . . . ,  s,) defines a morphism 
~o :K2"+~ K "+~. Let Zo, . . . ,  zn denote the coordinate variables of K "÷~. Then, 
Graph ~o is defined by 
Zo = so(p, q),  
z.=s.(p,q). 
Choose ao, • • •, ,~. ~ K such that the zeros 31 , . . . ,  3,  ofY~j ast s are distinct. Intersect 
Graph ~o with the hyperplanes 
qo = ao , . . . ,  q, = t~,, Zo . . . . .  z, = O. 
For the intersection points (p, t~), the system (2) reduces to 
Vi~n:  (~p je J - f l~)  . . . (~p je J -3~)=O 
or equivalently, 
n 
Vi< n: 3l, 
Now the set of these vectors p ~ K" coincides with the inverse image of 
B ={(/3~, . . . .  , f l~ . ) : lo , . . . , l , c (1 , . . . ,n}}c  K n+l 
EJ under the injective linear map K" - .  K n+l given by the matrix ( ~)o~i~,~l~j~,, B 
has n "+~ elements. 
If in advance the qj are replaced by o9 ~ K (with a~ # 0), we choose (if necessary) 
fl, y ~ K such that ~o aJtJ+fl t+ Y has n distinct roots. This transformation does 
not change the complexity. 
n 
Upper bound: Put P = ~.Tffil Pi ti, Q = ~jffio qJ tj and compute 
~o = P(eo) ,  . . . , ~,, = P (e , ,  ). 
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These are scalar operations. By [4, 8], c (n+l ) log  n nonscalar operations are 
sufficient o compute Q(~:0),. •., Q(~,). Inverting the linear system 
Vi<~n: 
n 
Q(sr~) = E sje~, 
j=O 
we get the coefficients So,...,  s, without additional costs. [] 
Over C, this algorithm can be used as a numerical computation for the classical 
composition problem. The subsequent sections contain a detailed numerical analysis 
of this procedure based on multitape Turing machines. 
2. A numerical algorithm for the composition problem: The result 
In this section we briefly develop some technical tools before presenting the main 
result concerning numerical computation of the composition problem. As disting- 
uished from Section 1, we now compute the first n coefficients of the composition, 
i.e., the coefficients of 
R =- Q o p rood t", 
where P and Q are polynomials over C of degree < n. 
2.1. Norm 
For convenience the linear space of complex polynomials of degree < n is denoted 
by C[t],. The norm 
is most practical for theoretical considerations (of course, the results hold, mutatis 
mutandis, for other norms in C[t],). 
Lemma 2.1. Let P, Q ~ C[t],,. Then 
(i) I I <IPI "IQI, 
(ii) IPI>~I~IQoPI<~IQI • PI "-1. 
ProoL (i) is straightforward. To prove (ii), we may as well assume that the coefficients 
of P and Q are real positive numbers (notice that [Qo PI <I0o PI, where the 
coefficients of P and () are the absolute values of the coefficients of P and Q, 
respectively). 
In this case, 
IQo P[ = Q(P(1)) = O(lPI)  IPl '- ' -  IQI 
since I PI ~ 1. [] 
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Thanks to (ii), we have 
IPI "- '  <~ IQ o PI ~< IQI" IPI "-~, 
provided the coefficients of P and Q are real numbers >I 1. Hence, in that case, the 
average length of the coefficients of the composition is at least of order O(n log [PI) 
which justifies an introductory remark. 
2.2. Computational model 
We use the concept of multitape Turing machines. The numbers handled by a 
Turing machine are usually given in binary. Therefore, we approximate the 
coefficients of our polynomials P, Q by pairs of binary numbers of a given length. 
More precisely, a complex number is said to be an s-bit number if its real and 
imaginary part are integer multiples of 2 -s (notice that the total number of bits of 
the real or imaginary part may exceed s). Similarly, a polynomial is said to be an 
s-bit polynomial if all its coefficients are s-bit numbers. If P ~ C[t],, then a poly- 
nomial/Se C[t],, with 
IP - / ; I  = E Ip,-/~l<~2 -~ 
i<n  
is called an approximation f P with error ~<2 -t. It iseasy to see that every polynomial 
of degree <n has an s-bit approximation with error <~2 -s+~°g" (conversely, this 
shows that a precision of almost s ~< [l+ log n ] bits is sufficient o guarantee an 
error bound <~2-t). In order to simplify combinations of subroutines, input and 
output polynomials are always assumed to be s-bit polynomials. 
The time bound given in the sequel will depend on the time bound for the 
multiplication oflarge numbers. In the case of multitape Turing machines multiplica- 
tion of integers with m bits is possible in time [6] 
~,(m) = cm log(m + 1) log log(m +2). 
As a regularity condition for any such bound, we only require the monotonicity of 
~b(m)/m. Then our main result can be stated as follows. 
Theorem 2.2. The coefficients of the composition Qop mod t", where P and Q are 
complex polynomials of  degree < n and norm <~ z,, t~ >>- 1, can be computed with error 
<-2 -a in time 
O(O(n log n(d+n log n+n log v))). 
As input the algorithm uses s-bit approximations of  P and Q with error ~<2 -s+l°g", 
where s <~ c( d + n log n + n log l,) with a positive constant c. 
Corollary 2.3. The coefficients of the composition Q o p mod t", where P and Q are 
integer polynomials of degree <n and norm <~ ~,, v >~ 1, can be exactly computed in time 
O(~'(n 2 log n(log n+log t,,))). 
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3. The algorithm 
Let P = ~j~=-~ p f ,  Q = Y.j"__-~ qy  be polynomials over C with IPI, I Q[ ~ and 
R- -  Q o P mod t n. 
In the following we choose suitable values for the parameters ei and discuss the 
numerical behavior of the algorithm which computes the approximate composition 
problem 
S -= Q o P mod I-[ (t - ei). 
i<n  
Theorem 2.2 will result from this error- and time-analysis. 
For reasons of stability, we put 
ei=ew i fo r0~ i<~ n- l ,  
where to is a primitive nth root of unity and e a positive real constant <1. Now 
the coefficients So, . . . ,  sn-1 of S can be computed by the following steps. 
Step 1. For j < n, compute pie j. 
Step 2. For i<  n, compute sci= P(ei)=~i<n PJ Ejw~ 
Step 3. For i< n, compute ~= Q(~)= S(e~)= ~j<,, sjeJw °. 
Step 4. For j<  n, compute ~j = sje j = ( l /n)  ~<~ ~7,w -°. 
Step 5. For j < n, compute sj = e-J~j. 
Steps 2, 3, and 4 are concerned with evaluation of a polynomial at many points. 
Thanks to the special choice of the e~, Steps 2 and 4 consist of discrete Fourier 
transforms (in opposite directions). In contrast to these steps, the evaluation problem 
in Step 3 is rather involved (see Section 4) since we can no longer force the evaluation 
points to be roots of unity. 
Finally, the multiplications performed in Steps 1 and 5 reduce to pure shifts since 
e will be chosen as a suitable power of 2. 
Starting with approximations/5 and (~ of P and Q, the algorithm computes an 
approximation S of S. The total error splits into a 'theoretical' nd a 'numerical' part: 
IR- SI IR- SI + IS- Sl- (3) 
The constant e will be chosen such that both summands in (3) can be bounded by 
2 -d-1. By any such choice we have to bear in mind two contrasting effects. If e is 
very small, Step 5 requires very high accuracy of the ~ (which causes agreat amount 
of time), whereas the theoretical error may grow together with e. The second effect, 
however, is harmless, as the next lemma shows. 
Lemma 3.1. Let [PI, IQI v~>l, and 
E ~ 2 - (d+l) /n- - log t, (4) 
Then IR - S[ <~ 2 -d-1. 
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Proof. Put 
(n-- l )  2 
Q o p = ~ rjt j. 
j=0  
Then, for all i<  n (with r~=0 if j>  (n -  1)2), we have 
n-- I  (n - l )  2 
j=O j=O 
n--I  n--2 
2y  
jffio t=o 
o-,( 
rj+,n(e'o') j÷"= E 
j=O 
._2 ) 
E rj+,ne" (~,,,'Y. 
I=O 
Hence, 
n--2 
W<n:  s j=E 
!=0 
n -2  
r~+l,,e i" = ~ + Y~ rj+t,,e 
1=1 
in 
and therefore, 
n- I  n -2  
IR-SI~Y. ~ 
j=O !=1 
Irj+,.l~" ~< e"lQ ° P[<~ e"v" ~<2 -d- '  
using Lemma 2.1 and (4). [] 
We now discuss the numerical behavior of every computing step. For a numerical 
treatment of polynomial multiplication we refer to Schfnhage [5]. These results are 
presented below in a slightly modified version. The discussion of Step 3 is consider- 
ably simplified by the fact that we may restrict our analysis to the case of evaluating 
a polynomial at points ~:i of small absolute value. Indeed, 
n--1 
I~,l < - Y Ip,,o%J)<-~.~. 
j= l  
Later on, we will see that 
1 
is sufficient for our purposes. Combining this with (4) we may therefore define 
e = 2 -  r(d+l)/n+log n+log ~1-2 (5) 
Proposition 3.2 (multiplication ofpolynomials). Let F, G ~ C[ t]n, J FI, J GJ ~ ~,, ;, ~ 1. 
Let l >I 1 and s >i l + log n. I f  F, G are s-bit approximations of F and G with error 
<~2 -1, then an s-bit approximation o fF .  G with error <~2 -z+l°s'+3 can be computed in 
time O(O(n(s +log v))). 
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Proof. The total number of bits of the coefficients of f and G is at most s + [log v ]. 
Following [5], the exact product /3 .  ~ is computable in time O($(n(s+log  v))). 
As output choose an s-bit approximation/~ e C[t]2n-~ of af. G, with 
lafG -/'~1 <~ 2-*+'°g(2"-1) ~< 2-'+' 
since s ~> l + log n. Furthermore, 
IFG- afG I<- - IF I IG -G I+IG I IF  - afl <-- 3 v2-', 
hence, 
[FG - HI ~< 3 v2 -J + 2 -t+l <~ 2 -l+'°g'+3. [] 
Proposition 3.3 (Fourier transform). Let F e C[t] . ,  [F] <~ 1:, v~> 1, and to ~ C be a 
primitive n-th root of  unity. Let l >t 1 and s >~ l + log n. I f  af is an s-bit approximation 
o fF  with error <~2 -~, then complex s-bit numbers ~o,. . . ,  ~.-~ with 
X IF(ta') - ~( <~ 2-'+'°g"+' 
i<n  
can be computed in time O(~,(n(s +log v))). 
Proof. W.l.o.g., we may assume that v is a power of 2 with ]af] <~ v. The coefficients 
of v-~af are complex numbers of modulus <~ 1 with at most s + log v bits. Following 
[5], we compute ~o, . - . ,  ~- l  with 
maxl v -~aft(o~') - ~l <~ 9n2-S-l°g ~ 
i<n  
in time O(~b(n(s+log v))). As output choose s-bit approximations ~o, . . . ,  ~- t  of 
v~o,. • •, u~n-i with error 
Hence, 
Z l u~-~l~2- '+ l°s"~2 -t. 
i<r l  
Z IF(~')-~]~< Z IF(ca')-#(ca')]+ Z 
i<n  i<n i<n 
~< n2 -t + 9n2 -s+l°g~ + 2 -l 
2-t+I°$ n+4. [] 
The following proposition will be proven in Section 4. 
i<n  
Proposition 3.4 (evaluation of a polynomial at many points of small modulus). Let 
n be a power of  2, QE C[t]n, [Q]<~ v, v~>l, and6o, . . . ,  ~- I~C with maxl~:~l  < 1/3~ 
Let 1 ~ 1 and s ~> 1 + 14 log n. I f  Q, ~o, . . . , ~n-i are s-bit approximations of Q, 
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~o, . . . , ~,,-i with 
IQ-OI 2-', E 1 ,-61-<2 
i<n  
then complex s-bit numbers ~o, . . . ,  ~n-~ with 
Y. [Q(~i)- ~,[ ~< 2-'+2(log-)~+a'og-+21os~'og ~ 
i<n  
can be computed in time O( g,( n log n(s+log n +log v))). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. W.l.o.g., we may assume v to be a power of 2. Similarly, let 
n be a power of 2 (this assumption will be cancelled later). We start with polynomials 
P, QeC[t]n with IP{, [QI<~ 1,, v~ > 1, represented as s-bit approximations/5, (~ with 
errors 
Ip_/5[ ~< 2-1-141og n-4 and IQ-  O[ <~ 2-', 
where I~ 1 and s~ l+ 15 log n+4. e is chosen according to (5). 
Now we combine all the steps of our algorithm. 
Step 1. We compute s-bit approximations of pie s ( j  < n). The amount of time is 
negligible. 
Step 2. According to Proposition 3.3 (replacing I by I+ 14 log n +4), we compute 
s-bit approximations ~0,. . . ,  ~-~ of ~o,. . . ,  ~-~ with 
]~ [~:, - ~I ~ 2-'-t3'°g" 
in time O(6(n(s  +log v))). 
Step 3. The evaluation procedure of Proposition 3.4 computes -bit approxima- 
tions ~o, . . . ,  ~,-~ of ~/o,..., ~7,-~ with 
Y -'+""), 
i<n  
where 
A(n) = 2(log n)2+8 log n+2 log n log v. 
The amount of time is O(O(n log n(s+log n+log v))). 
Step 4. The Fourier transform (backwards with to -~ as primitive root of unity) 
is performed at the coef~cient vector (~h/n)i<~. We estimate its norm as follows: 
1 ]~ IT/,I<I ~ iQ(s~i)[~<l n v=v.  
n i<n n i<n n 
From Proposition 3.3 (with l -A (n )  instead of l), we get s-bit approximations 
O0,. . . ,  O,-1 of Oo,. . . ,  On-,, with 
X IOj- Oj} 2 
j<n  
in time O(O(n(s+log v~)). 
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Step 5. We compute the shifts e-JO~ with negligible amount of time. 
The coefficients of the output polynomial 
s= X  -Jo/ 
j<n 
having been computed, we now estimate the number s of bits such that an error 
bound IS-S] ~< 2 -a-I is guaranteed. Using (5), we have 
I s -  gt = Y e-qOj-Ojl 
j<n 
E-n2 -l+x(n)+l°gn+4 
2-1+d+l+n(log n+log v+3)+X (n)+log n+4 
<~2-a-~ 
if l - -2d+n( log  n+log v+3)+a(n)+log  n+6. According to s>~ l+ 15 log n+4, 
s = 2d+ n(log n+log v+3)+A(n)+ 16 log n+10 (6) 
is sufficient. The total amount of time can now be expressed as 
O($(n log n(s+log n+log v))) = O($(n log n(d+n log n+n log v))). 
Using Lemma 3.1 and (3), this proves the theorem if n is a power of 2. 
In the general case, the algorithm is performed at the least power of 2 greater 
than n by stretching the coefficient vectors of the input polynomials with leading 
zeroes. According to (6), the number of bits s then satisfies 
s < - c (d+n log n+n log v) 
with a positive constant c. [] 
4. The evaluation of a polynomial at small points 
Throughout this section, let n denote a power of 2. We discuss the evaluation of 
a polynomial F~C[t]n at n points ~:~,..., ~:n of small absolute value. (For con- 
venience, the notation will be slightly changed.) First we explore the structure of 
the recursive computation. 
Let n = 2m. Divide F by G~ = [Ii=__l (t - ~:i) and 62 = I- ln=m+l ( t  -- ~i),  respectively. 
Denote the remainder polynomials (of degree <m) by F, and F 2 respectively, and 
evaluate F, at ~:~,..., ~:= and F2 at ~m+l,.-., ~:~. Since 
= LF2( ,) 
if i ~< m, 
otherwise, 
evaluation at n points can be reduced to two evaluation problems of half size and 
to two polynomial divisions. The coefficients of any occurring divisor GI = 
]-Ii~1 (t -~i)  are given by the elementary symmetric functions in the ~. (The set of 
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[ [ Iogn  index-sets I is given by ,-,k=o Ok, where Ok denotes the set of subsets of {1, . . . ,  n} 
of the form { j2 -kn+ 1 , . . . ,  ( j+  1)2-kn} with 0~<j<2k.) 
ThUS, the crucial point of this section is a numerical treatment of polynomial 
division. As distinguished from [5], we solve this problem by following the standard 
algebraic omputation [4]. Thereby we may gain profit from two facts: First, the 
condition ma:~l~:il <~ 1/3n guarantees that the norms of all divisors are small: 
I-I ( t -~)  <~( l+~n)  ~ e 1/3 < <3. 
i~ I  
Furthermore, all divisors Gr are unitary (e.g., with leading coefficient one). Under 
these assumptions, an algebraic approach to polynomial division seems to be more 
efficient. 
We start with the numerical computation of the elementary symmetric functions. 
In the sequel Proposition 3.2 will be used tacitly. 
Lemma4.1 (elementary s mmetric functions). Let n be a power o f  2 and ~l , . . . , gn ~ C 
with max[ :,l ~< 1/3n. Let l>~ 1 and s >-/+log n. I f  ~ l , . . . ,  ~, are s-bit approximations 
of  ~ , . . . , ~ with ~,~ l ~i - ~[ <-2 -t, then we can simultaneously compute s-bit approxima- 
tions o f  all Gi, I ~ [.-.Jk Ok, with error <~2 -/+41°gn in time O(O(ns log n)). 
Proof. The computation is recursive. 
Let n = 2m and assume that we have computed s-bit approximations for all GI, 
I el,..Jk>012k, with error ~<2 -z+41°gm. Multiplying the approximations of G1= 
m 
I-I~=~ (t - ~) and G2 = I-l~=m+~ (t -- ~:i), we get an s-bit appproximation f the desired 
product GI" G2 with error ~<2 -1+41°gin+4= 2 -1+4~°g" (since max{lGl[, [G2[} ~<3). 
The amount of time T(n)  satisfies 
T(n)~ 2 T(½n) + c~b(ns), 
henge, 
T(n)  = O(g/(ns log n)). [] 
4.1. Numerical division of  polynomials 
Let n = 2m ~> 2 be a power of 2, F = Y-i<n f~ t~ and G = Y.~,~ g~t ~ polynomials over 
C with IF I <~ ~, p ~> 1, and let 
~0 fiti = qiti giti ~=0 rit'. 
i~- \ i=0  i "~ 
(7) 
According to the evaluation problem in question, we furthermore assume that gm= 1 
and [G[ <~ 2. To compute the quotient Q = Y.o -~ q#i and the remainder R = Y.o -1 tit ~, 
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we substitute in (7) t by t -~ and then multiply with tn-~: the resulting equation 
n--I (m~l ) (  =~0 ) n--1 
Z fn - l - i  t i= qm-l- i  ti gm-i ti + Z 
i=O \ i=0 i i=m 
rn_l_i ti 
may be written as 
rn--I (m~l 
~, fn_l_i  ti~--- 
i~O X i=0 
m--I 
t i qm-l - ,  t m. (8) 
Therefore, the coefficients of Q can be obtained by multiplying the congruence (8) 
m--l i with the reciprocal power series of H = ~.i=o g=-d (notice that H is invertible since 
g,, = 1). Finally, we get ro , . . . ,  rm-~ from (7). 
We start with computing the reciprocal of H modulo tm. 
m--I 3 Lemma 4.2. Let m be a power of 2, H =~i= o h f  EC[t]m with ho = 1 and [H[<~. 
Let UE C[t]m denote the reciprocal of  H modulo t m, i.e., 
HU-= 1 mod t". 
Let l>~ 1 and s >-/+log n. I f  t?I is an s-bit approximation of  H with error <~2 -~, then 
we can compute an s-bit approximation of  U with error ~2 -j+gl°gm in time O( d/( ms ) ). 
Proof. Notice first that 
U-- Z (1 -H) 'modt  m, 
i<  ra 
and therefore, 
IUl ~< X I1-HI  '~< X 2 - '<2.  
i<m i<m 
The following recursive procedure, suggested by Baur, computes U modulo t m. 
Let m = 2m~ and U~ ~ C[t],., with 
HU1 - 1 ~ 0 mod t m'. 
Taking squares we get 
S(2  U~ - HU 2) --- 1 mod t m, 
hence, 
U ~- U I (2-HU~) mod t =. (9) 
of U~ Let now IH-/~f ~< 2 -~. By induction we get an approximation t~l e C[t]m, 
with error <~2 -l+91°gml. Equation (9) gives us a way to approximate U. First, the 
product HU1 (and therefore 2-HUt) can be computed with er ror  -.-<2 -/+91°gm1+4 since 
max{[HI, ]Ud} <~ 2. The subsequent multiplication with U~ produces an s-bit approxi- 
mation O~C[t],,, of U with 
]U  - [~/*]-~ 2-l+91°gml+9 = 2 -l+91°gm 
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(notice that max{I Ud, 12- HU, I} = max{I U~I, IHUd} ~ 3). 
The amount of time T(m) satisfies 
whence, 
T(m)<~ T(½m)+ cg/(ms), 
T(m) = O(@(ms)). [] 
Keeping the above notation we get the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.3 (numerical division of polynomials). Let I~ 1, s I> I+ 10 log n. I f  F, 
are s-bit approximations ofF, G with 
I F -P I~2 -~ ' ] G -  (~r[ ~< 2-1-91°gn ' 
then s-bit approximations ofQ and R can be computed with error <~2-1+21°gv+9in t me 
O(~,(n(s +log v))). 
Proof. We proceed, as indicated, by (7) and (8). Lemma 4.2 (with I + 9 log m instead 
of 1) first produces an s-bit approximation for the reciprocal U~C[t]m of 
m--1  i ~i=o gin-it. This can be clone with error ~2 -l in time O(~/(ms)). 
m--1  i 
Now the quotient Q can be obtained by multiplying U with Y.i=o fn-l-~t. This 
multiplication is possible with error ~2 -~+1°g~+4 (since max{] U], IF]} ~ 2v) in time 
O(0(n(s+log v))). 
The following inequality will be of later use: 
IQI<~IUI. IFl<~2v. (10) 
Finally, to compute the remainder R = F -  QG, the multiplication QG is performed 
with error <~2-1+21°g ~+s (since max{[ Q{, I G[} <~ 2 v). Now the proposition follows. [] 
Remark 4.4. With the same notation and using (10) we get 
Igl <lFl+lQl" 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. We now enter into a more detailed discussion of the 
evaluation procedure described at the beginning of this section. First, one computes 
s-bit approximations of all occurring divisors G~ = 1-[i~z (t-~i). Lemma 4.1 (used 
with l+ 13 log n instead of l) shows that this is possible with error 8, 
8 ~< 2 -/-91°g n, (11) 
in time Tl(n)=O(~b(ns log n)). 
The second part of the algorithm starts with an s-bit approximation/~ of F with 
error ~2 -l. In this part, the division algorithm of Proposition 4.3 is used recursively. 
It produces, step by step, s-bit approximations/3i of the remainders FI --- F mod (3i 
(with deg F~ < deg (3i). According to Remark 4.4, the norm of the F~, I ~ Ok, can 
easily be bounded by I FI[~ 4kv. 
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Let T2(2 k) denote the amount of time necessary to compute all F~, I e UK~<k J~K- 
We show by induction on k: 
(i) V ie  Dk:[F~ --/3~[ <~2 -~+'(k), where p,(k) =2k2+7k+2klogv. 
(ii) T2(2k)~2ckO(n(s+logv+2(k-1))), where c>0 is chosen such that 
cO(n(s +log v)) dominates the amount of time of the division algorithm in Proposi- 
tion 4.3. 
The case k =0 being clear, we show the induction step k+ k+ 1: For I~ e J~k+~, 
choose I e Dk with Fi, - Fi rood Gz,. We have 
[FI[ ~< 4k~ ' ----" 2 2k+l°g v. 
To apply Proposition 4.3 we recall the induction hypothesis [/:i - F t l  <~ 2-t+~(k) and 
observe (11). Then we obtain 
IF,, - Fi, I <~ 2-'+~'(k)+2(2k+'°g ~)+9= 2 -'+~'0'+1) 
s ince/ , (k+ 1) =/ , (k)  +4k+2 log v+9. 
In this step, 2 k+~ divisions of degree <2-kn have to be performed. Therefore, 
T2(2 k+l) <~ T2(2 k ) + 2k+'cO(2-kn(s + log 4kv)) 
<- 2ckq,(n (s + log v + 2(k - 1))) + 2c~O(n (s + log v + 2k)) 
~< 2c(k+ 1)~b(n(s+log v+2k)). 
The case k = log n especially shows that this recursion computes -bit numbers 
~1, . - . ,  ~, with 
Y. [F (~) -  ~,[ ~ n- max]F(~)-  ~,[ 
i i 
H2--l+p.(log n) ~ 2--1+2(1°g n)2+8 log n+21og n log v 
in time T2(n) = O(0(n log n(s+log v+log n))). 
To complete the proof we observe that the total amount of time is given by 
Tl(n)+ T2(n) = O(~b(n log n(s+log v+log n))). [] 
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